This paper describes an end-to-end parallel communications scheme based on a vector routing algorithm (VRA) for ATM network control and management. An information string is partitioned into m parts, which are then coded into k > m parts and sent out on k separate subchannels to the receiver. When m of the k parts are received correctly, the original information can be reconstructed. Two desirable effects are achieved in the context of ATM traffic control: (1) the burstiness of the source traffic can be smoothed out by the partition process; (2) the quality of service in terms of error, loss and delay can be controlled using the number of redundant routes k -m as a control parameter. Our results show that VRA is especially suitable for services with highly bursty traffic. We argue that several network management issues, including reliability, evolution and integration, security, and administration and billing can be addressed in a simple manner using the VRA framework. 0 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction and overview
The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been accepted by CCITT as the multiplexing and switching technique for the future Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). In an ATM network, messages are divided into fixed length packets called cells. Cells are routed in the network based on the destination information contained in their header. ATM is envisioned as a platform for supporting bandwidth-on-demand services, and the transport of all services is expected to use the same cell format.
An ideal connection in an ATM network should preserve the following quality-of-service (QOS) attributes: QOS 1. The content of information: The information should not be distorted. a source to a number of smaller smoother traffic strings. Lacking is the concept of using redundancy in the form of information coding to guarantee QOS. Parallel routing schemes with coding have also been proposed previously [7,1 l] to achieve better fault tolerance and delay performance. Our study focuses on using the framework as a unified framework to control the QOS in ATM networks: how parameters m and k can be regulated to achieve QOS objectives. In addition, a recursive decoding algorithm is proposed to reduce the time lag between the arrival of the mth packet and the completion of the decoding process, making VRA more attractive for real-time services.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the basics of VRA and provides a recursive decoding algorithm. Reduction of traffic burstiness is shown quantitatively. Section 3 establishes several fundamental results showing that the QOS can be controlled using the VRA parameters m and k. Section 4 describes the performance evaluations by simulation, Section 5 describes control and management issues in ATM networks. Finally, Section 6 concludes by providing further research directions based on this work.
Parallel commnnications
A communications channel for broadband services can be parallelized by the VRA described in this section. The basic concept of VRA is derived from the Reed-Solomon code [12] . We briefly describe the basics of channel decomposition and reconstruction before going into the details in the subsections. A string of information I = (bu, bt , . . . , b, _ 1) can be represented by a polynomial f(x) = bm_rX"Z-l + --* + blX + bu
(1) over some finite fie:ld GF (4) . Substituting for x with n (m I n -C q) distinct elements au, al, . . . , a,_1 E GF(q) yields n values for f(x), C = (f(ao), f(al), . . . , f(a,_r)). Suppose we send any subset of k, m ( k 5 n, elements of C from the source node to the destination node along k different routes. When the destination node receives any m elements out of these k elements correctly, the original string of information I is reconstructed using polynomial interpolation. That is, suppose the destination knows ai a priori. Upon receiving m elements of C, it forms m linearly independent equations from (1) the solution of which yields I = (bu, bl , . . . , b,_l ). This scheme disperses the burst of information I along k parallel routes such that each route carries only ]I I/m amount of information.
We observe the following similarities between the above decomposition and reconstruction processes and the Nyquist's sampling theorem [lo] :
(1) Decompose the original information by taking "samples". is transmitted from a source to a destination, where each bi,j E K is an s-bit symbol. With reference to h,m
This sequence of information will be encoded into a sequence of IZ code words by matrix transformation. Let 
A=
The it coded words can be obtained simply by the matrix multiplication Suppose the dimension of vector path k (m 5 k 5 n 5 2' -1) coded words are transmitted through k different routes, and the first m of them received are C(l), C(2), . . . , Cc,). Since and i is non-singular, the receiver can obtain the original information by the decoding process B = (i-le)T. Note that the reception order of the packets is immaterial as far as the decoding process is concerned.
For ATM applications, if we choose s = 8, then each bi,j is an &bit byte. If each code word Ci is carried on the payload of an ATM cell, the code word length 1 = 48 bytes. Each connection can have up to 2' -1 = 255 subchannels. Each information string I contains m packets. Thus, the parameter m is referred to as the batch size, A burst of information arrivals may be encoded into a number of batches, each with m packets. If m is larger than the burst length, then empty bytes will be encoded, resulting in some overhead. Thus, it is important to choose an m appropriately to match the burst length.
Recursive algorithm
The recursive algorithm for the encoding process is obvious: as Bi arrives at the encoder, a column of C can be calculated by the multiplication A Bi .
It is desirable to have a recursive computation scheme at the receiver, especially for real-time traffic. The following recursive algorithm allows computation of partial results for Am1 each time a new packet is received from a subchannel, thus fully exploiting the waiting time for the m packets to arrive.
Let us denote an i x i submatrix of i by i(i). We can write 
(10) 
Controllability of trafic burstiness
In this section, we investigate the smoothing effect of VRA on bursty source traffic. To simplify our discussion, we model the burstiness of the traffic stream in a similar manner as the noise in electronic circuits. Thus, manipulations used in the calculation of noise can be readily adopted here. The ways in which burstiness can be easily calculated motivates our formulation.
Consider the traffic arrival process of a connection at the source. Let us assume that time is slotted and that packets may arrive only at the beginning of each slot and multiple packets may arrive simultaneously in a group. We also assume for the time being that the group size is a multiple of m; results without this assumption will be presented after the following derivation. Denote the number of packets arriving in time slot i by 
Consider a subchannel p resulting from vector routing. With the assumption of multiple-m burst length, its arrival process is given by 
B[il
We see that the burstiness has been reduced by m* times. For a fair comparison, let us assume that there are m connections. As shown in Fig. 2 , information from the m connections is dispersed and multiplexed over mk subchannels. A composite channel consists of m subchannels from m different connections. Thus, each connection contributes a load of p/m to each subchannel so that the load at each composite channel is p, the same as when there is no vector routing. If 
since the variance of a sum of independent random variables is the sum of the variance of the random variables; this is analogous to adding the variances of independent noise. Note that there is still an improvement factor of l/m. This result is general and is independent of the distribution of f [i] . Furthermore, f[i] for different i need not be independent.
To remove the multiple-m burst-length assumption, we can write 
Controllability of quality-of-service (QOS)
This section shows that the QOS, in terms of robustness against packet errors, packet loss, and packet delay jitter, can be guaranteed using the VRA framework. The trade-offs and inter-relationships between redundancy and QOS will be discussed in detail. Specifically, the delay jitter and reconstruction failure due to packet loss or errors can be made arbitrarily small by increasing k; this remains true even if we fix the efficiency factor m/k .
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Section 3.1 discusses the forward error correction capability of VRA. Although VRA has the error correction capability, our main purpose here is to use it to control the overall quality of end-to-end connections, including load balancing, traffic burstiness, and packet loss and delay. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 address issues related to packet loss and delay.
Controllability of information corruption
VRA can be used to detect and correct errors introduced by the channel noise. A packet is said to be in error if any bit in it is corrupted. Assuming all k packets in a batch are received, it can be shown that VRA If additional end-to-end error detection capability is incorporated into each packet. Then, more packet errors can be corrected. Let us suppose that a packet in error can always be detected. Since m correct packets are sufficient for reconstruction, VRA can correct up to k -m error packets, about twice more than without error detection in each packet. The results are summarized below. QOS 1. With bit-e,rror detection for each packet, VRA is able to correct up to k -m packet errors for each batch of packets. Without bit-error detection for each packet, VRA is able to correct an order of i (k -m) packet errors.
It should be pointed out forward error correction has been considered previously [ 1, 8] . However, the coded information is sent out in parallel subchannels in our case, the previous studies considered sending the coded informaf~on sequentially on the same channel. Sequential transmission is more susceptible to burst errors where the packet errors and loss in a batch are positively correlated. Parallel transmission has the advantage of being more tolerant to burst errors on individual subchannels.
Controllabilig of information loss
At the receiver end, if less than m packets arrive, then decoding fails. There are two possibilities for the failures of packets to arrive:
(1) Packets are lost inside the network (e.g., due to buffer overflow, switch contention [5] , etc.).
(2) For real-time traffic, end-to-end packet delays fail to fall within a preset window D = [Z'min, 7&J. Generally, the window size Tmax -Tmin is set to correspond to the size of the smoothing buffer at the receiver, and Tmax is set to maximize the likelihood of packet reception within the window, subject to the constraint that Tmax must be bounded by the maximum tolerable delay.
We note that if a packet is lost in the network, it will also not be received within the window D. Thus, we shall simply consider all packets that fail to arrive within D as being lost. Accordingly, we denote by p the probability that the packet from a subchannel arrives within D. Although we shall assume this probability to be the same for all subchannels in the following discussion for the sake of simplicity, the qualitative results remain the s,ame even if this were not the case.
Consider the 10s;~ probability Q(m, k) that less than m out of k packets from the k subchannels are received within the delay window D = [Tmi", T,,,J. Assuming that arrivals on different subchannels are independent, Q(m, k) is the first m terms of the binomial distribution with parameter p: where the large deviation rate function .!?(a) is given by
Let a = (k -m + 1)/k, from (21) and (22) the loss probability Q(m, k) is given by
where m 5 kp.
To estimate the accuracy of the large deviation method, a numerical comparison of Eqs. (20) and (23) is presented in Fig. 3 . As can be seen, the solid curve from Eq. (23) is matched with dish line obtained from Eq. (20) (the error results from order term O(k)). In addition, when the probability p approaches to 1, the results obtained from the two methods are very close. Therefore, Eq. (23) can be used to estimate the loss probability of parallel communications scheme.
The asymptotic behavior can be studied by standard techniques in probability theory. Let Xi = 1 if the packet from subchannel i arrives within D and Xi = 0 otherwise. 
Q<m, k)
where inequality (25) is obtained by application of the one-sided Chebychev's inequality [ 141. It is easy to see from the above that as k + 00, Q(m, k) + 0. This property is not so obvious intuitively because the efficiency factor c q = m/k, hence the redundancy factor 1 -c, is kept constant as k + co. The physical requirement of the stable condition c < p (or kp > m) is obvious, since it would be unreasonable to expect successful decoding if the expected number of successful arrivals is no more than m.
A stronger result can be obtained from the central limit theorem [2] . For large k, (Sk -kp)/Jm is normally distributed with zero mean and variance one. Specifically,
where A is a numerical constant depending on p [2] . From the above, we obtain the following property:
From the service viewpoint, QOS 2 suggests the suitability of VRA for traffic with large burst lengths (see Section 2). This is because the batch size m can then be made larger, and therefore k can be set to a larger value to lower Q (m , k) without increasing the redundancy factor 1 -c, as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
A similar result as QOS 2 can be established for decoding failures due to packet errors discussed in Section 3.2. Namely, if p is interpreted as the probability that a packet is received correctly, Q(m, k) will then be the probabrlity of decoding failure due to packet errors, assuming bit-error detection capability is incorporated into each packet. Without bit-error detection for each packet, the probability of decoding failure will approach to zero asymptotically only if c < 2p -1. Since c > 0 physically, p > i in order that this is possible.
Controllability of information delay
Since any m packets from the k subchannels can be used to reconstruct the original information, we shall invoke the order statistics to study the end-to-end delay of the mth packet received. Let I;: denote the packet delay on the ith subchannel. We assume c's to be independent identically distributed random variables. The delay jitter corresponds to the delay jitter experienced by the mth arriving packet at the receiver. Let T(i) denote the delay statistic of the ith packet arrived at the receiver. This is the well-known order statistic [ 131 whose probability density is given by
where F(t) and f(t) are the probability distribution and density function of Ti, respectively.
For illustration, consider the case where I;: is uniformly distributed between a and a + b. The expectation and variance of T(,) are given by can be reduced arbitrarily to 0 for a given fixed redundancy factor 1 -c. As with QOS 2, this again points out the suitability of vector routing for traffic with large burst lengths, since the batch size m can then be set to a large value for a constant c.
There are several further observations that we can make from QOS 3. 
Performance evaluation by simulations
An ATM network in general consists of a number of ATM switches connected by communication channels (physical links or virtual channels). For simplicity and easy comparison between the parallel and non-parallel schemes, we assume that switch loading is balanced. The source is connected to a switch input and may have many end-to-end connections to different destinations. Each burst of cell arrivals on the input belong to one end-to-end connection and we assume its cells are equally likely to be destined for any k of the N outputs(consider an N x N switch) because of the traffic splitting mechanism, the outputs of different burst are independent, but cells of the same burst are destined for the same k outputs. This corresponds to the situation where there are many independent virtual connections on the input link, each contributing to a small amount of the total input traftic.
This section investigates the cell-loss probabilities of parallel and non-parallel communications using simulations. Specifically, we focus on the first switch connected to the source only, as shown in Fig. 5 . The performance at the first switch is representative of the performance of the other switches except the last switch, as explained below. Assuming balanced distribution of traffic load in the network, an input of an intermediate switch has k times more bursts than an input of the first switch; however, each burst has k times fewer cells and all these cells within the same burst are destined for the same output (note: each burst arriving at an intermediate switch is a sub-burst due to traffic splitting at the first switch). The arrival process at an output is similar to that at an output of the first switch. Therefore, assuming output-buffered switches, the performance at an output should be similar in both cases. By the same token, any performance difference between parallel and non-parallel schemes in the first switch is likely to reflect similar performance difference at the intermediate switches. Unlike at the other switches, the performance of parallel and non-parallel schemes at the last switch for a fixed load is likely to be comparable, especially if the sub-bursts of a burst in the parallel scheme arrives to the last switch at roughly the same time: if the sub-bursts arrive simultaneously, they appear to be like the original large burst as far as their targeted output is concerned.
An "on-off" source model [6, 9] is adopted. The source alternates between an on-state, during which cells are transmitted with the source peak bit rate, and an off-state, during which the source is silent. The duration of the two states are exponentially distributed, as shown in Fig. 6 . We vary the on-probability and average number of cells during the on-period (i.e. batch size) to obtain several sets of experimental results. The results of cell-loss probability of each subchannel in a 4 x 4 switch are presented in Figs. 7-9. Fig. 7 shows the results of cell-loss probability under different loading conditions for a given buffer size of 950 cells. As can be seen, loss probability of parallel communications with k = m (i.e. splitting without coding) is much smaller than that of non-parallel communications. In addition, for a fixed traffic load, loss probability of parallel communications is more sensitive to batch size than that of non-parallel communications, i.e. as average batch size reduces, loss probability of parallel communication decreases more quickly. Fig. 8 shows loss probability (for splitting without coding) as a function of loading for different buffer size, fixing average batch size at 200 cells. It is shown that the cell-loss probability of non-parallel communications is much higher than that of parallel communications. Although both the loss probabilities of parallel and non-parallel communications decrease as buffer size increases, loss probability in the latter decrease only slightly when the buffer size increases. When coding is used, the actual traffic load entering the switch increase to p' = (k,/m)p. Fig. 9 shows the results when the factor r = k/m is varied from 1 .O to 1.3, with the average batch size and buffer size fixed at 200 cells and 800 cells, respectively. The loss probability of each subchannel is worse than that of k = m, since the effective offered load p' = (k/m)p is larger. In general, so long as (k/m)p < 0.9 the probability performance of parallel communication is still better than that of non-parallel communication.
It should be stated that for the parallel scheme, Figs. 7-9 relate to the performance at one of the switches in a virtual subchannel only. The advantage of coding has not been factored in and will become obvious only when the end-to-end performance is considered. For instance, Fig. 9 shows that the loss probability is smallest when the parallel scheme is used without coding (r = 1 .O). This, however, does not mean that the average mean end-to-end delay will also be smallest in this case: the dispersed information over the k = m subchannels can be considered as received only when information on all k = m subchannels has been received. Coding can be used to decrease the end-to-end mean delay since reception is considered to be complete as soon as only m < k of the k pieces of information arrive at the receiver as discussed in Section 3.3.
Combining Figs. 3 and 9, we can say the following. When the network load is light we can choose large redundancy k/m to increase the reliability of information transmission. When the load is heavy, small redundancy factor should be chosen so that the end-to-end performance of parallel communication is still better than that of non-parallel communication.
ATM network control and management
This section discusses various implications of the VRA for network control and management issues, including the handling of various ATM traffic classes.
I. Application of VRA on ATM trafJic classes
It is important to point out that it is not desirable and necessary to use vector routing for all kinds of services. For instance, for low-bandwidth non-bursty service such as voice, one channel is sufficient. However, there are many situations, especially when traffic is bursty with high peak-rate, where vector routing is appropriate. In the following, we discuss the roles of vector routing in the four classes of services defined for the ATM adaptation layer.
Class A: Circuit emulation. Circuit emulation traffic from a connection arrives at the source in a continuous fashion. Although it is not bursty in nature, vector routing is still useful when a channel (virtual circuit) with enough capacity for the connection is not available. In this case, we are forced to split the traffic over separate subchannels. An example is when we want to create a 600 Mbit/s circuit using 150 Mbit/s physical links. This creates higher delay jitters at the receiver end. For circuit emulation connections, VRA encodes the information in multiple of m packets. It waits until enough amount of information is accumulated at the source before the k encoded packets are sent out on separate subchannels.
Class B: Variable bit rate service. For variable bit-rate connections, such as real-time video connections, VRA attempts to encode the information in multiples of m packets. Since the bit-rate is variable, there is a chance that excessive delay may be incurred at the source should the bit rate becomes momentarily very low. We can fix a maximum delay at the source between the arrival of the first bit and the last bit of a batch of packets to be encoded. If information of less than m packet arrives during this period, some dummy packets will be inserted. A consequence of this strategy is that additional bandwidth overhead will be incurred.
Class C: Connection oriented data service. Traffic can be rather bursty for data services. Suppose that packets arrive at the source in bursts that are sparsely separated. Each burst of packets are partitioned into batches of m packets, each with some g < m residual packets. As mentioned in Section 2.2, with the Round-up strategy, empty packets are inserted to make a total of m packets out of these residual packets. With the No-rounding strategy, we momentarily set m, hence k, to a lower value for the transmission of the residual packets. We can choose an arbitrary subset of the subchannels for the transmission of the residual packets. If the burst length varies widely from burst to burst, the No-rounding strategy is more suitable because of its lower overhead.
Class D: Connectionless data service. An end-to-end setup is not compatible with connectionless services. Nevertheless, we can have a node-to-node setup that employs VRA. A set of k channels can be reserved between two nodes for the exclusive transport of connectionless traffic from different origins. The value of m is chosen to be an appropriate value close to but smaller than k. Information must go through the "VRA layer" situated above the ATM layer at each node on way to its destination. As each burst of connectionless traffic enters a node, as discussed for the connection-oriented service, the encoder will attempt to partition it into batches of m packets. Since all the connectionless traffic, regardless of their originating source, will use the same set of k channels, it is likely that k will be chosen to be a large value to accommodate the aggregate traffic. It appears that the No-rounding strategy is more suitable, since the burst length can be widely varying from burst to burst (due to their different origins), and that with a large m, it is more likely that burst length itself will be smaller than m.
Implicationsfiw-network management
We now examine the implications of VRA for various network management issues. Reliability and survivability. By providing redundancy, an end-to-end connection can be made more reliable and surviva.ble. There are two aspects to reliability. Section 2.3 has discussed reliability with regard to packet transmission errors. The other aspect is the network component failures that bring down some of the subchannels. As long as m subchannels survive, the original information can still be reconstructed. It is possible to prove a result similar to QOS 2 that by increasing k, a connection can be made as survivable as desired while maintaining a fixed efficiency factor m/k.
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Evolution and integration. As the network evolves, more new service types may be introduced. The traffic characteristics of the new service types may be very different from the traffic characteristics of the existing service types. It would be very awkward to have to redesign the network traffic management schemes to accommodate the new service types.
With VRA, a simpler traffic-management philosophy is possible. Only a basic set of subchannel types need be set up in the network. These subchannel types may differ in terms of their carried loads and the allowed traffic burstiness.
As far as traffic management is concerned, the network does not have any concept of different service types. It only knows and manages the subchannels based on their load and burstiness requirements. To introduce a new service, instead of creating a new connection type and modifying the traffic management schemes inside the network, it is mapped on to a number of subchannels of an existing type which the network already knows how to manage. Thus, the network is akin to a general-purpose computer, and mapping services to the subchannels is akin to programming the computer to perform different computation tasks -there is no need to redesign the basic instruction set of the computer each time a new algorithm for certain computation is invented. In this way, VRA facilitates the integration of new services into a network as it evolves.
In an overall ATM network, there are likely to be certain portions of the network with only low-bandwidth channels. For instance, some of the subnetworks could be wireless networks. Parallel channels is a solution for supporting network bandwidth in these subnetworks. Thus, the overall network can be made into a high bandwidth network. VRA again plays a significant role, since merely parallelizing the channels without any encoding may result in poor quality of service for the connection.
Network security. VRA also has some security implications. Namely, it is not possible to reconstruct the original information with less than m packets. An eavedropper who tapped onto a subchannel will not be able decode the information. By having several subchannels, it is difficult for anybody other than the receiver to have access to the complete information. Of course, for higher security, additional encryption is desired.
Administration and billing. One of the problems in billing is how services are to be charged, according to peak-rate usage, number of packets delivered or other schemes. Since a network that adopts VRA has only a fixed number of subchannel types, services can be charged according to the number and types of subchannels they use. This is reasonable since the network treats all subchannels of the same type equally.
Conclusions and future research issues
This paper has described a parallel communication scheme based on a VRA for end-to-end control in ATM networks. The scheme decomposes a high-bandwidth bursty channel into multiple parallel subchannels. Beneficial effects of VRA include improved load balancing in the network and the smoothing effect on the burstiness of the source traffic,
We have investigated the control of QOS and established the fundamental trade-offs between the redundancy overhead of VRA and QOS. We have argued that VRA is flexible enough to satisfy the QOS of various classes of services, including data and real-time services such as video and image. For any particular connection, we have shown that packet error, loss and delay can be arbitrarily improved with sufficient redundant routes as indicated by QOS 1, QOS2 and QOS3.
As for network management and reliability, the parallel communication scheme is highly fault-tolerant and it is robust in the presence of network failure. Security is achieved because the transmitted information is scrambled and distributed over several independent subchannels. Thus, it is almost impossible for anyone other than the receiver to access the complete information. Furthermore, the bandwidth requirement of a broadband service can be satisfied by the total bandwidth of a number of subchannels, allowing lowbandwidth networks to carry high-bandwidth services. As a result, the evolution process of the broadband network could be much economical and graceful.
The performance evaluation of parallel communications scheme has also been addressed by simulation. If no coding is used, then k = m, and the net effect of the parallel communication scheme is to reduce the traffic burstiness. This improves the delay and loss probability performance at a switch in the path of the virtual connection. If coding is used, then k > m, and the network load is large, we need to make sure that the effective load (k/m)p is smaller than 0.9 in order that the performance is still superior to the non-parallel situation (m = k = 1) with a load of p.
The local performance at a switch is the best when parallel communications with no coding (m = k) is used; however, the end-to-end performance may not be, considering the fact that the reconstruction of original information based on the information from the subchannels will then be at the mercy of the worstperforming subchannel. Making k > m will alleviate this problem while retaining the burstiness-reduction advantage of parallel communications. Thus, for a given situation and requirement, there must be a set of optimum m and k for end-to-end performance. This remains to be further investigated.
In conclusion, we have proposed a new parallel communication scheme for application in ATM networks. There are many interesting issues remained to be studied, as described below.
l Burst control and call admission -The main issue here is how to determine the parameters m and k for a call subject to Scertain burst-control requirements on the network side and service requirements on the user's side. Another key issue is how many subchannel types should be available in order to be able to support a large base of different service types.
l Reconstruction of partial information -In video communication, for example, it is desirable to reconstruct partial images even when some packets are lost. The discussion in this paper has dwelled on the case where either a batch of packets is decoded correctly or incorrectly. An interesting question is whether partial information can be reconstructed if less than m packets are received correctly.
l Wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) optical networks -In WDM optical networks, many subchannels can be established using the WDM technique. An interesting issue is how to use the large bandwidth in an optical network to simplify network control and protocol problems. Consider a generic WDM network in which each user is assigned a particular wavelength for transmission. The wavelengths of all users are received by each user. Each receiver then has the responsibility of filtering out the desired wavelength. Generally, complicated protocols are needed for the resolution and determination of who should be talking to whom, at what time, and how a transmitter goes about informing the receiver about its intention to transmit. The VRA framework provides potentially a simple solution. Each receiver is statically tuned to k wavelengths, and each transmitter can transmit simultaneously on k wavelengths, with tunability on each wavelength. To reduce the number of wavelength required in the network and the required tunable range of the transmitter, the same wavelength can be assigned to several receivers, with no receiver having exactly the same k wavelengths overall. Assuming the transmitters do not coordinate with each other, signal collisions may occur on individual wavelengths. Under the VRA framework, however, only m out of k subchannels need to be collision free for correct reception. a Wireless networks -The problem here is somewhat the reverse of the problem in the WDM network. There are many channels, each with a small capacity. The issue is how to use a number of channels to transport high-bandwidth service. This problem in the context of a circuit-switched network has been addressed.
In fact, the so-called inverse multiplexers are available commercially to pool a number of small circuit to construct a large circuit. For packet-switched network, synchronized reception of each subchannel becomes even more difficult, since the delay on each subchannel may be changing dynamically over time. In addition, whether a new scheme for channel allocation is required or desirable is not clear.
Appendix A
This appendix considers the reduction of traffic burstiness using VRA, without the assumption of multiple-m-packets burst length. We shall adopt the notation in Section 2. 
